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Inforl.llation relatin to the basal metabolism of youn 
~amen between the aaes of seventeen and t 'lenty- four years , 
inclusive, has been rather limited in the past . However , 
at present, the subject has received a new im etus and 
studies are being conducted in many regions of the United 
States . 
There is a great deal of discussion, among the con-
tributors to the literature , as to the influence of such 
factors as age , cJ.ilnate , and altitude on the basal metab-
olism. It is the purpose of this study of the basal etab-
olism of Okla.ho a. college women to determine values of the 
heat roduction of these young women. The number of cases 
included in this study is not sufficient to permit dogmatic 
conclusions on the basal metabolism of Oklahoma college 
women, but the results will indicate whether there is a 
tendency for the basal metabolism of young vomen of Okla-
homa to vary from the published data on heat production 
obtained v1th subjects of similar status . 
Basal metabolism is an important phase of the subject 
of energy metabolism which was the beginning of the sub-
ject of nutrition. A review of the early development of 
the subject of energy metabolism seems pertinent to this 
paper on basal metabolism. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW* 
The world 's knowledge oft e subject of energy 
metabolism before the seventeenth century consisted of the 
realization that, although the weight of the obvious exc e-
ments of the body was less than tha t of' the food and liq ids 
ingested , t he ~eight of an adult man did not continue to 
increase . In 1614 Sanctorius followed t he chanses in his 
own wei ght, before and after meals , by means of a ch ir 
suspended from a steelyard. After many observations he con-
cluded that processes other than the simple ingestion of 
sensible supplies and the elimination of body wastes 
occurred in t he body. He advised those persons who were 
givin consultations on health to consider the waste that 
was made daily by the insensible perspiration of the body . 
During this same century , in 1668 , '1B.yov: added to the in-
formation on the subject of ener y metabolism by st tin 
that a substance which su ported the combustion of the food-
stuffs was fur nished to the body by the atmos here . 
The modern era of the science of ener y metabolism 
began in the latter art of the eiphteenth century with the 
observations of Lavoisier, who substantiated Mayow' s st te-
ment and gave the name of oxygen to the atmospheric sub-
stance which supported combustion . He declared that heat 
was produced by the oxidation in the body , and that 
*The information in this historical review was obtained 
from Du Bois (21) and Lusk ( 29). 
) 
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oxidation was the basis of life processes . However , 
Lavoisier believed that a body fluid carried hydrogen and 
carbon to the lungs and that these two substances united 
with the oxygen of the air to form water and carbon dioxide . 
The elimination fron the body of the heat produced by this 
process was regulated t Lavoisier stated, by _pers iration . 
Lavoisier made observations of the respiration of man ,. and , 
although there i s no record of the apparatus used , the con-
clusions that he made from this study still stand . He con-
cluded that food , work and tempe1·atur e determined the quan-
tities of oxygen absorbed and carbon dioxide excreted by 
the body . 
N.:agnus , in 183?, corrected the false belief that oxi- · 
dation occurred only in the lungs . He found that the blood 
held large quantities of oxygen and carbon dioxide . This 
finding was to him an indication that oxidation must occur 
in the blood stream. Ludwig , in his later years , also 
believed that oxidation took place in the blood . 
The results of the studies of Liebig , a German chemist 
and a pupil of Lavoisier , were published in 1842. Liebig is 
called. the father of modern methods of organic analysis . 
From his discoveries , particularly from those on carbon com-
pounds , the chemical compositions of foods , which he classed 
as proteins , carbohydrates and fats , and of urine , tissues 
and feces have become known. Liebig first thou ht that 
protein decomposition occurred during muscular activity and 
that the combustion of carbohydrates and fats was caused by 
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oxygen . He later suggested that the nitrogen in the urine 
might be a measure of protein decomposition . The plausi-
bility of the latter suggestion was established by Bidder 
and Schmidt in 1852. In a series of experiments in which 
they fed meat to dogs and cats , Bidder and Schmiot observed 
that the nitrogen in t .he feces and urine was ractic lly 
equal to the nitrogen content of the food intake . They 
concluded : 
Almost all the nitrogen of protein and collagen is 
split from its combination and carries with it enough 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen to form urea; the re-
maining part , containing five- sixths of the total heat 
value of the protein, undergoes oxidation to carbon 
dioxid and water which are eliminated in the r espiration, 
t he calorifacient function he.vin been fulfilled . 
The work of Bidder and Schmidt was not recognized 
until Voit established the fact that an animal could be 
brought into nitro en equilibrium. Voit conducted an ex-
periment in which a dog was fed a quantity of meat which 
contained a known amount of nitrogen . The nitrogen in the 
urine and feces was determined . Such a smal quantity of 
the i ested nitrogen was not accounted for i n the urine 
and feces that Voit suggested tha t the tota l nitroP,en of 
protein was excreted in the urine and feces . He continued 
the verification of his statement by conducting an exper-
iment on the nitrogen excret io of the hair and epidermis 
of a dog . Voit found that the quantity of nitrogen that 
was excreted daily through these two channels was ne _li-
gible . Later , in 1906, F. G. Benedict found that t he cu-
t aneous nit rogen excretion of mun was very slight and 
varied with l1 is acttvity ; a slightly reater excretion of 
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nitrogen in a man was produced during a period of hard work 
th n was noted during a rest period . Benedict ''s observa-
tions aide n e~tablishing Voit ' s su gestion concerning 
nitroeen excretion . Bachl , experi enting on a rabbit with 
a trachea cannula, showed that after six ho rs of br athin~ 
throu~h Nessler's reagent there was no trace of runmo1ia in 
the exp red air. This observation indicated that the 
ammonia eroup produced during protein met abolism was not ex-
creted throurh the lun s . I f nitro en was not lost in 
a _preciable quantities in respiration or perspira tion , its 
chief outlets were through the urine and feces as had been 
suggested by Voit. Since the analysis of meat protein had 
sho·m that approximately 16 per cent of its content \VS.S 
nitro en, or that for every gram of nitrogen found in the 
excreta 6 . 25 grams of protein w ,re destroyed by the body , 
information was available for the calculation of heat pro-
duction fro protein metabolism. 
Voit and Pettenkofer were stimulated to study further 
the subject of energy metabolism. Pettenkofer, in 1866, 
constructed a respiration chamber, the expense of which "as 
defrayed by King Maximilian II of Bavaria . The chamber con-
sisted of a small , well- ventilated room in which a subject 
could live . It was possible to make analyses of air as it 
entered and escaped from the chamber . The quant ties of 
carbon dioxide and water derived from a subject in the 
chamber could thus be determined . The water was removed by 
passing the air over calcined pumice stone soaked in sul-
phuric acid . The air was bubbled through baryta water to 
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remove carbon ioxide . The vol es of the air as it entered 
and as it escaped froI:J. t l1 e apparatus were measured ·dth gas 
etcrs . The appara tus ~as checked by the use of a burnin 
c n ' le and by vaporating a known we_ght of w·a.ter within 
the chamber . The carbon dioxide and water :produced were 
measurable ~ithin on per cent of err or . 
Experiments conducted in the respiration chamber on a 
starving man showed that t he q antity of oxygo utilized in 
eat production n the body d pended upon the class of food -
stuffs burned by the organism . The foodstuff also deter-
mined the relationship between the a.mount of oxygen used and 
the amount of carbon dioxide excreted . The relationship 
between the carbon dioxide :produced and the oxygen consumed 
w·as expressed as a respi atory quotient : 
Volume of Carbon Dioxide = Respiratory Quotient 
Volume of Ory en 
In the case of carbohydrates the respiratory q otient was 
1 . 0 because carbohydrates contained in their olecul sex-
actly enough oxygen to combine w th their hydrogen to form 
water and , therefore . in burnin they required outside 
oxygen on y for their carbon . The respiratory ouotients of 
protein an fat , found by Voit and Pettenkofer , wer 0 . 781 
and O. ?l , respectively . Neither protein nor fat contained 
a s much oxygen in their molecules as did carbohy-retes; 
hence , it was necessary that more oxygen be supplied for 
oxidation of these two foodstuffs . 
Pettenkofer observed that during the starvation eriod 
fat and protein were burned , and that more fat than protein 
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lw:i.s oxidized if the 1cally active. If• 
hmvever,, carbohyarates vmro conslrrc.ed. by su.hJect, the 
bocty ox:Hl:tzed body :tats 
occurred 
Son:e of the incorrect conclt:i.sionE: ,vhich had app,sared 
piration ea1o:r·imeter. rrhc belief of sc:lcntSsts that physi-
cal e:i;::ercise increcr:i\ed tJ:1e :prote:J.n .metn'bolimn of the body 
was not verified by thez::rn observations. Tl1<1 above vmrkcrs 
s ted that physical work 6.id not i:nererme protein metabolism 
and that the energy :metabolism of the body war:, not proror-
t:1.ona1 to the oxygen SUJJ1)1y. They also observed thai; the 
, ~ '1 :t' ·•,;t:, • • • "-. t t: " .. • ,, . c.osorpG ... on o · oxygen a.,.o l'.Wt, J.n:.i.u:.i.a e me.,e.ooJ.:isrn., i!lrt 
the rate of energy' metabolism d.eter1air1ed the amount of ox-
. ' t·~· d. , ·t - 1-• ye,en -co oe u · i.J..ize · lJl .i:1ea · proctuc\,1.on. Lo~s en. a pupil of' 
Yoi't, and I'f.lueger concluded that the volume of carbon 
dio::dae farmed was independent of the vent,ilat,io:n of the 
lungs exe,:n)t as forced breathing increased muscular activity 
of' t;!.1e bod.y tisr:-nws and, co11sequently, increased the anoun.t 
bitn > ·r;he[)e workers shov.red tha't the ratio of carbon dimride 
to o:;;:;:ygen in ·the blood regulates t,h.e rate of respiration. 
Laplace and Lavoisier in 1?80 v;ere t.Lt: first to realize 
that body heat was derived from oxHlation and to conduct 
experinents to veri:t':r their belief. A known qua:nt i t:,r of 
carbon vra,::.; burned :Ln an ice-chamber and the amount of ice 
which was melted was noted. .1:\ guinea pig was also placed 
i:n an ice-chanber and the quantity of ioe melted hy the heat 
of his body was recorded for a ten-hour pe:i::-·iod. Computa-
tions from the data shO'liJed ttlat the animal yielded 3l.B2 
calorics of heat to the ioe-oha:mber. 'fhe aneJ_ysi8 of ·the 
res:,piratory go.sen in the ice chrun.ber showed. that .25 .• 408 cal-
ories could have been derived by the burnin.g of carbon in 
the body. ·J.,a:voi::-der realized that the difference bet"Vmen 
"the tYJO determinati<;ns of' the heat :prodncec!.,. one cU:r0<:lt and 
the ot:trnr indirect, was caused by errors in his vmrk. The 
respira·tory g~ses were collected at ve.ricus tenpere.tures 
· and no cor:rec·hions were raade f'or the differences. An error 
in the oalculatio:ns was also due to the a.dd.ition of water 
vapor to the melted ice. Iavoisier cc.ncluo.ec1 that oxidation 
in the body was the soJ.rz3 source oi' body hee.t .. 
In 1823 t Dapretz m1<l Dulong, working separately, cal-
culated the amount of lleat which should have been yroduced 
in the body by the oxidation of' the carbon that was exhaled 
as carbon dioxide., This predicted value of heat production 
was coo1pared with the amount of heat given off by the:; animal 
measured directly by means of a calorimeter.. Because .of the 
technics used in the dcten"'!inations o.f heat, Depretz f'ound 
that the Eqn,ount of heat calculated by the indirect, met.hod of 
calorimetry was from ?4 to 90 per cent o'f the amount deter-
mined by the dire et method. Eaoh of' the workers c011cluded 
that although oxidation v,as the chief source of body heat, 
it vras not sufficient to explain the total proa:uction of 
: heat .. Depretz stated that the food eaten,, the motion of 
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the blood , and friction yielded he eat for which he was 
unab e to account . 
In later years, the recognition of cert i n natural 
la,.vs, s ch as the law o 
mechanic J. equiv lent of 
t he conse vation of energy an 
et , called at ent ion tot~ 
the 
errors in th, tork of De retz arnl Dulonp. Jou e ., in 842 , 
este.blished tl1e mec anicc: l equiva lent of eat . ·r~e la~ of 
the conservatio:n of energy ~s laid dovm by Mayer in .845 
na a .ain in 1847 b y Helnnoltz . I t i s of interest to note 
tl.1at the leac ine German scientific j ournal of t hat period 
reject d these laws . 
Upon t he suggestion of Voit , Schurmann , in 1878 and 
1879, concluct ed experiments to find in ·what 'ay Cl rbohydrates 
an ' fats were interchangeable in :nutrition. The ex eriments , 
hich vere inconpl te at the time of Schurmnnn ' s death, were 
conti.nued by Rubner . The isodynam.ic la·v resulted from the 
series of observations . This law stated t hat the foodstu s , 
i . e ., proteins , fats and ca rbohydrat es , under given condi-
tions may replace each other in accordance with their heat-
producing value . ubner eave the following qu nt i ties of 
foodstuffs as iso ynamic : 
100 grams fat t 
232 grams starch , 
234 grams cane- sugar , 
243 grams dried meat . 
Rubner also reported that the ox_dat ion of starch 
and fat produced the same quantities of heat in t1e ody 
as were produced in the ca lorimeter . Whether burned in 
the b O:l'' in th~ calori:mcter, the end :products of fat,s 
::not ths sa.r110. In the body, the products or"' the o:;s:ide.tion 
u:r:I:ne, feces exhaled 
ai:'. In determin:ing the heat value of :protc:ln to tbs body, 
tho J.atent heat lost :l:n the tc1.rine ana. feces ;;vere deducted 
from the hoa.t value of :pro-te:tn (leter:rrd.ned :l.n the calorimeter. 
Rubner c:nrnhns:i.zed the :need of cons:lderin£.1; the heat valu.a 
of r:t11 e::crctions and. not just tho:t of urea in the deter-
r-dnation of the fue}. value of protein to the body. Rubner 
a:;rplied hie f :lntlings on ener0y nctaboJ.:ism to the da.t~i of' the 
fiuiting non of' Pcttenkof'cr e.nd Voit and to other h'tm111.n 
sub,jocts. Ho concluded that the energy metabol:tsrn ot the 
Rubncn.~ 
port :tons o-? each of the · f'oodst;uf:t's, i. e. • carbohydrc1t.BS, 
fats prot;eins. His val um:i ;;~re st.il:1 use a. e:xtens i vely 
sta:nda:i.0 d v0.lues are: 
1 gra:rn o:f protein ........................ 4.1 Calories. 
1 fJJ?aI1 of fat .. ..... ,. _ _. ..... -........ _ ..•....•.• 9 •. 3 Calo.ries. 
l gr1:u:r1 ot' carbohydrate ................ 4 .. 1 Calories. 
:lt poss :tble to r-10&.sure rwcu-
1"~.tely b;<i• direct and incl.1.rect cri lo:r:i.metry the h,sat produc-
, tion of a 1 anilne.l v;cas 6ev:tsec1 by Hubner ln 1894. 
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h.ulmer • s observations of anmals placed in t;he calm.·ilnetcr 
ve1"if ied his former calculations antl also ·the method which 
·v1as originated by Petteukoi'er and Voit to determine total 
energy metabolism. 
A calorimeter similar ·to the one eonstru.oted by Rubner 
vms devised by Atwater and Rosa in 189?. The cost of the 
· calorimeter was borne by the Uni tad States Government. The 
calo:rim.eter was sufficiently large to :permit the study of 
tho heat :production of rnan while he effected various bodily 
motions. ::b!xperiments conducted in ·the apparatus confirmed 
the work done by Rubner on animals. 
The f 1rst closed respiration sys'tem in which 02.."'Ygen 
was measurad directly, ·was cons·tructed by Hegnaul t and Reiset 
in 1850.. Using small aniw.a.ls for experimentation,. they 
placed tho suhj6ct in e: glass case containing e. knO'>'m amount 
of oxygen.. This a1rparatus vro.s i:m:p:roved by Rubner., in 1894, 
as has been mentioned., 
Atvi1ater,. Hona and Benedict in 1915, applying the prin-
ciples represented in the first respira"'Gion apparatus, con-
structed u respiration calorimeter ·to o.etermine the heat pro-
duction of man .. The apparatus included two functional parts. 
one for measuri11g the gaseous exchange, the other for mea-
suring. the heat production of the subject.. The detcrmina-. 
tion of the source of the heat :produced by the sub .1ect •,,ya.s 
based on the theory of respiratory quotients.. Analyses of 
the nitrogen content of the urine and feces det;err,ined the 
amou:nt of protein oxidation, and from this inforr.1.ation the 
'carbon dioxide derived frorn protein could be calculated ... 
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d.::Lo:::dde 1.1hich could be s:ttributed to tt.E ox5-dation of ce.r-
bohyd:rut;c tE1d :f'at. i'hfl val::t.dity o:r tho inc11.T'ect methof.l . .of' 
0M;.o.in2d at the smt10 ti,.:i10 by the method or direct co.lo:r:i!aet:ry. 
The c01:1par:leon offered by Atv1ater and. Donecl:i.ct shmvcc1. only 
0.2 per cent difference. 
J3,;',nect:'Lct, tu 1909, cl.e,rised a ml.it :respiration apparatus 
for determining heat productio1.1. of :ma .. 11 from. the amount of 
oxygen used. Its simple con..struction and i21asG of operation 
ha.v'0 r,1ade ·t;he o.pp8.ratns a valu.abie add:1.t.ion to the clinical 
laboratory. Hith tho advent of' this apparatus, ene1 .. gy 
rnetabollsm studies bee.a.me numerous. 
I:n tl1.is revieVil of the literature on the b-usal 
:metn1,o1:lsrr:, of you.ng women. only the publications which 
include in th0 data information on vwmen who werE1 from 
seventeen to t·wenty-f'ive ye.a.rs of age., incJ.us:tve. a.re 
considered • 
.A study of the l>frnal metabolism of college vrnmen 
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was made by Bltmt and l)ye (8) in 1921. To dete:rm:i.ne the 
influence of the nenstru.al cycle on heat Jn·oduction, these 
. a series of tests 011 seventeen v,romEm 
whosB ages ranged from tv.renty-011e to for·ty-:four years, 
inclusiYe. A second series of tests was carried on by 
Blunt, Tilt and McI.a.ugh.lin (9) in 192$ on girls ranging ln 
age fron eight; to eighteen yea.rs., :lnclusive. From ten to 
eighteen sub,jects were observed in each age group from 
nine through thirteen years, and in eaeh of the other five 
age groups only t,no or three subjects were included. 
Four hours before the test, the subject was given a light 
breakfast from which meat, eggr1 and coffee virere excluded. 
1:u1.d she was permitted to attend school during the morning. 
The basal metabolism test was made at 11:00 o'clock ln the 
morning, after the subjErnt had rested one-half hour • 
.According to Blunt {10}, who had previously observed with 
her co-worker, .Bauer, the influence o'f a light b:reakf'est 
on the energy metabolism of children, the above treatment 
of the subjects did not affect, the basal metabolic rates. 
Three forms of the Benedict portable rcrrpiration apparatus 
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were used, a Sanborn, a Collins and during the last year a 
Roth. Tests were :made vvith each subject on t1-;,10 consecutive 
days, and, if the t1o10 tests agreed within five per cent. 
the average of the two was called the basal metabolism. 
If the two tests did not agree, a new series was conducted 
at a later date. 
Gustafson and Benedict (22), in 1928,, made a study of 
the influence of seasonal varie.tion on the basal metabolism 
of college women. The ages of the subjects ·were frO!l'l. 
eighteen years to twenty~two years, inclusive. The sub-
jects were described by the authors as unusually healthy 
young women who engaged in athletic sports a.nc1 general 
outdoor activities. Each subject slept in the laboratory 
the night before tne test, and, before rising the follov:i:ng 
morning, was given a basal metabolism test. A Benedict 
portable forn1 of respiration apparatus was used to record 
two 10-minute periods. The mean of the values of the 
whole group was 1 .. e per cent below the Harris-Benedict 
prediction standards. The percentage deviation of the 
actual rroru the predicted heat production ranc,;ed from -21.1 
to +12.3. 
From 1930 to 1935, Tilt (36} collected date. on the 
basal metabolic rates of f'ifty-two colle~e w·omen between 
the a.ges of seventeen and tv,enty-five years, inclusive. 
Most of the subjects were native Floridans and had records 
of normal health .. The determinations of the basal metab-
olisw. were made in the laboratory between seven and seven .... 
thirty in the morning. The subjects had not eaten for 
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from tii1 el ve to thirteen hours and had rested at least one-
half hour before the.tests were made. '11ivo successive 
periods of fr.orI1 eight to ten. rlinutes each '\Here used to 
measure the heat T)l"oduction. The Sanborn-Benedict mYoa ... ,,, - . . -~- ~'-
ratus, whieh was used, ·was tested for leaks by placing a 
twenty-gram weight on the spirometer during the last four 
or five minutes of ea.ch period, Any period v;hich showed 
a che.ne;e in sloI,e, indicating a leak, was di.scard.ect. 
Tests 11vere me,de with thirty ... one of the sub.jeets on t1;.ro 
consecutive days e.nd vdt.h the other twenty-one subjects on 
fro:m three to eight days, which were scattered over a 
period of several months. Only observations which a.greed 
vri thin ten centimeters on the k-Jmogra:ph vrere reported. 
'rhe mean of the tests which agreed vms taken as the value 
for the basal :metabolic rate. The average heat production 
o.f the subjects was 1236 calories per twenty-four hours. 
This value was lov;er than that ( 1595 calories :per twenty-
four hours) of the group reported by Gustafson and Bene ... 
diet (22),. The values reported by Tilt were 9.9 per cent 
lmver than the Harr:ts.-Benedict standa1·ds and 10.6 per cent 
lower than the Au.b-Du Bois standards.. Tilt. offered this 
study as evidence that the basal metabolism of southern 
young women had a tendency to be lower than that ot: northern 
,Nomen of the same age. The range of variation of the 
values obtained tn this study vvas from -18 ... 5 per cent to a. 
+1.8 per cent :f':ron1 the Harris ... &11edict standard, and from 
-21.5 per cent to +2.7 per cent from the Aub-Pu Bois 
. standard. The average value of the basal metabolic rates 
of eight ot the subjects 1Nho we!"e p1:'.ysieal education 
rqaj,ors: agreed closely w1.th the average of tho group. 
There did not seem to he an increase :ln. heat production 
w:i!ch :increased activity as had. been sugges·ted previously 
by Gu.stafson and Benetl:tct ( 22}. 
In 1930 McKay. (30), using college girls Emd members 
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of Girl Scout Troops as sub;Jects,. sought i:;o fin.cl 'i.:~he clif-
:rerence in basal metabolic ra:tes of ncrrnml~ overweight and 
u:nc.lerv..re1ght. gh ... ls • All sub je ct.s Who were within a range 
of ten per cent above or below the Baldwln-Wood hoigllt-
't1:might-ar~;e standards were considered 11ormt,J.. Ninety-one 
girls were observed. Of this nt!l!lber, sixty-three v.rere 
olassifiecl as normal, twenty-eight as overweight, and nine 
as underweight. The subjects oame to thEr laboratory with• 
out breakfast and rested for from. thirty to forty minutes, 
The Benedict-Roth respiration apparatus vthich was USE::d vms 
tested·for leaks.by placing a. weight on the spirometer and 
observing the slant of the excursions of the pen. T<No 10-
minute observations were made and if these agreed vdthin 
five :per cent, the lowest value was taken as the basal met-
abolic rate for that day. i:ate tests were r.aade a second 
and sometimes a third time on different days, ~md the lowest 
values observed were averaged with the lowest value of the 
first day. Consequently, the final values reported re:pre ... 
sented the :mean of the lowest values obta:tn.ed on each day. 
liJ.cK.a-y 1 s results indicated that there was only a s:m.all dif.-
ference in the average nu..mber of calories produced per 
twenty-four hours by tho members of the various age groups. 
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A pronounced relationsh i eemed to exist betFeen each of 
the factors, heieht , weieht . and surface area and basal 
metabolism. The tota caloric prod_uction , 1262 calories • 
of the underv1eight subjects was lower than the total eat 
roduction of the overweig t subjects, 1474 ca ories , and 
of the normal weieht subjects _. 1346 ca ories. However, 
the calories per kilogram of bod weight produced by the 
underweight subjects were greater , and those of the over-
weight subj.ects were less than the ealories per ki o ram 
of body weight produced by the subjects of normal weiv,ht . 
An increase in height, according to McKay . increased total 
heat production regularly and decreased heat production 
per kilogram of body weight . Heat roauction per s quare 
meter of body surface also decreased , but only slightly , 
as the hei~ht of the subjects increased . On the basis of 
surface area, heat production decreased with an increase 
in age . The mean values for the basal metabolism of the 
fourteen and eighteen-year- old groups were 37 . ? and 34 . 8 
calories per square meter of body surface per hour , respec-
tively. McKay, by means of a study with five women , also 
showed that there were noticeable fluct ations itt basal 
metabolism from day to day . The greatest variation of any 
individual test from the average of a ll of the tests was 
337 calories or 28 . 8 per cent and the smallest variation 
was 171 calories or 13 per cent . Rowever, the intra-
variations were not as great as the inter-variations. The 
eviations from the means for each subject was 2 , 2 , 3 . 
and 4 per cent when the basal metabolism was expr essed as 
17 
calories per hour per SQUare meter of body surface . 
Conklin and cClendon {16) , in 1930~ ublished 
results of a study which was undertaken to determine the 
correlation between basal metabolism and the menstrual 
cycle . A Benedict-Roth apparatus was used and "all the 
necessary precautions were observed in makin3 the deter-
minations . " The ten subjects of the study were normal 
college women who did not suffer with menstrual pain. 
Tests were made allllost daily during the complete menstrual 
cycle . In order to eliminate any inf l uence of diet and 
muscular activity , one subject served as a control . Each 
day the subject ate a weighed diet and did an almost in-
vari able amount of routine work . However , this diet , 
v1hich contained 1200 calories , was insu:t'ficient to main-
tain her weight a nd resulted in a loss of nine pounds by 
the subject during the experimental period of two months . · 
The decrease in the metabolic rate and the decrease in the 
durat ion of ~enstruation which were observed during the 
experimental period were , according to these authors , an 
indication that a deficient diet influenced metabolic and 
menstrual processes . The mean metabolic rate for the 
entire menstrual cycle , which was calculated f r om the 
records of all of the subjects, was 32 . 3? calories per 
square meter of body surface per hour . The heat production 
for the various periods of the cycle were : premenstrual ,. 
35 . 50 calories per square meter per hour; menstrual , 
32. 37 calories per square meter per hour; postmenstrual , 
32. 22 calories per square meter per hour; and intermenstrt1S.l , 
18 
32. 86 calories per square meter per hour . 
Remington and CUlp (33 }, 1931, offered more extensive 
data on the basal hent production of young women than did 
the studies previously mentioned . lfurses and medical stu-
dents , many of wham were of college age , served as subjects . 
The nurses had been examined upon admission to the hospital 
for training., and their minor physical defects had been 
remedied .- Of the ninety ~ omen included in this series of 
tests., fifty- two were classed as underweight and thirty-
eight as overwei ht . The tests were made with a Benedict-
Roth apparatus . Five alcohol checks of the apparatus re-
sulted in an average of 99 . ?2 per cent of the theoretical 
amount of heat evolved. The authors stated that they ad-
hered closely to the standard procedure for the prepara-
tion and handling of their subjects . One determination on 
each of three successive days was made on each subject . 
The data were divided into groups according to the ages of 
the subjects , that is , eighteen years , nineteen to twenty-
four years , inclusive , twenty-five to twenty- nine years , 
inclusive , and thirty to thirt y- four years , inclusive . 
The mean of all of the tests in each a~e group was compared 
with the mean of the lowest values obtained on each sub-
ject in each age group and to the Aub- Du Bois standard . 
The two means , for the total values and for the lowest 
values , of the eighteen year old group were 36 . 9 and 35 . 0 
calories per square meter per hour . respectively . There 
was less variation in the results reported on the sub-
jects between the ages of nineteen to twenty- four years , 
I 
inclusive, than in those reported for the subjects of the 
eighteen-year-old group . The means of the tests for this 
group were 34 . 4 and 33 . 0 calories per square meter of body 
surface per hour for all values and for the lowest values , 
respectively . '!'he deviation from the Aub- Du Bois standard 
for the group of ninety subjects , if all tests were included, 
was -6.6 per cent . If only the lowest values were con-
sidered , the deviation was -10.4 er cent . 
Coons (17), in 1931, studied the basal metabolism of 
101 college wO!!len ranging in age from seventeen to thirty-
six years , inclusive . The weights of all of the subjects 
fell within :plus or t1inus ten per cent of the "Wood Stan-
dards", and their physical examinations did not sho any 
abnormality likely to affect basal metabolism . The sub-
jects were tested before breakfast and after a rest period 
of from one-h~lf to three- fourths of a.n hour . Fram two to 
four 6-minute tests were rnade during each observation 
period by means of a Benedict- Roth kymographic apparatus . 
Computations ~ere based on the two lowest concordant values 
obta ined . The author concluded that the averages for the 
age groups were lower than the averages obtained in other 
studies of college women. The average deviations for all 
of the a e groups were -13 . 2 per cen-t; from the Aub- Du Bois 
standard and -10.1 per cent from the Dreyer and the Harris-
Benedict standard . It was interesting to note that , by 
tabulating the data so that students of nutrition were com-
pared with other students of the same a~es (from twenty to 
twenty-nine years} and with the same variation in weight , 
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the students of nutrition showed sli htly., but consistently* 
higher averages than the members of the other group . The 
average for all of the tests on students of nutrition was 
33 . 2 calories per square meter of body surface per hour and 
·the average for the other subjects was 32 . 4 calories per 
square meter per hour . 
Because of the low values for . the basal metabolism 
of colle·e ~amen obtained in the above work, Coons (18) 
made a study of the basal metabolism with girls of abnormal 
weights. Tests were made on thirty- eight overweight and 
eighty underweight college women in an attempt to establish 
the relationship between basal metabolism and undernutri-
tion . Coons concluded that there was a tendency for the 
average heat p:roduction, expressed as calories per hour 
per square meter , to be above normal in the overweight sub-
ject and below normal in the underweight subject . 
In 1932 Coons and Schiefelbusch (19) continued the 
study of the basal metabolism and dietary habits of college 
women . Eighteen women , mostly upperclassmen,_ served as 
subjects . Their food , which consisted of the usual self 
chosen diet, was analysed for nitrogen. calcium. phosphorus 
and caloric content . The determinations of basal metab-
olis preceded the studies of the dietary habits . The 
mean basal heat production observed in this Rroup of sub-
j cts was 1193 calories per twenty- four hours , a value 
which was 12 per cent below the DU Bois prediction stand-
ard . The average total caloric intake, 1990 calories , 
vas in excess by 67 per cent of the actual basal metabolism 
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and by 50 per cent of the basal heat production predicted 
by the Harris-Benedict standard . Coons stated that from 
2000 to 2500 calories daily, or at least 1000 calories in 
excess of the basal metabolism, v1a.s a desirable intake for 
the average college woman. This statement ,.vas based upon 
a dietary study of three wan.en conducted at the same time 
as that during which the above data were collected . 
In 1932 Hetler , Killinger and Plant (25 ) reported a 
study of the relationship between the protein intake and 
the basal metabolism of college women . The tests were 
made by means of a Benedict- Both apparatus , with ei hty-
five college women who had been subjected to the usual 
preliminary treatment . The mean deviation af the basal 
metabolism of this group Tram the Harris- Benedict pre-
diction standards was - 7. 1 per cent , and the mean total 
heat production for the group was 1260 calories per twenty-
four hours . 'l'he average protein intake of the subjects 
was 0 . 94 grams per kilogram of body weight . This value 
was slightly less than Sherman ' s standard of one gram per 
kilogram of body weight . The authors concluded that it 
was impossible to assign any definite relationship between 
levels of protein intake and basal metabolism . 
Starks (33) , 1933 , published a table of prediction 
values of the basal metabolism of young women between the 
ages of seventeen and twenty- one yea.rs , inclusive . Data 
were collected on ninety- seven college women who had a 
grading of A in their medical and physical examinations . 
There were twenty-five subjects in each of the seventeen, 
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eighteen and twenty-year-old groups and twenty-two subjects 
who were nineteen years old . 'l'he two determinations of the 
basal metabolism of thirty-five of the subjects were made 
at intervals of three weeks . An interval of from seven to 
fifty-five days separated the two determinations of each of 
the other subjects . Only the first test of each individual, 
if it was satisfactory, was used in establishing the pre-
diction standards . The Benedict portable apparatus , which 
was used for the determinations , was checked for leaks by 
placing a weight on the spirometer chamber midway through 
the period. The subject was tested before breakfast , and 
after at least a thirty-minute rest period . The avera e 
heat production of the group was 1296 calories per twenty-
four hours or 34. 01 calories per square meter per hour . 
The mean deviation fra:n the Aub- Du Bois standards was -11.9 
per cent and from the Harris-Benedict prediction table 
-7.6 per cent . The average calories per square meter per 
hour for the seventeen to eighteen-year-old group was 34 . 4 
which was a slightly higher value than the 33 . 54 calories 
per square meter per hour obtained for the nineteen to 
twenty-year-old group . 
Talbot, Wilson and Worcester (34). 1935, published 
a prediction table of basal metabolic rates , in which the 
heat production was expressed as the total calories for 
height and the total calories for weight . According to 
Talbot , fewer errors in diagnosis occurred and a more 
accurate clinical picture vra.s obtained, if the metabolic 
rates of children were compared to this type of standard 
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rather than to one in which the heat production was ex-
pressed as calories per hour per square meter of body 
surface . rlwo groups of girls were used as subjects . The 
younger group was the same as that used by .Benedict and 
Talbot (6) in an earlier experiment . The members of this 
group were from the less fortunate part of the population 
but were within - 9 and 20 per cent of the Baldwin- Wood 
height- weight- age standar ds . The members of the older 
group , composed of eighty- seven girls between ten and 
t renty years of age, inclusive , were enrolled in a private 
school which was patronized by the economically fortunate 
members of the population . As in the younger group only 
data were collected on those subjects who fell within the 
range of - 9 and +20 per cent of the Baldwin- Wood height-
weight- age standards . T'ne data were treated statistically, 
and the results were published as a prediction table . 
Talbot recommended this table for use in clinical diagnosis 
of cases of abnormal physi cal development . 
I n 1935 Boothby. Dunn and Berkson {15 ) published a 
prediction table which vas derived from data collected 
from studies on 639 men and 828 women subjects . 1~e in-
dividuals included in the study comprised two main p.roups . 
The members of the f i rst group were from six to seventeen 
years old , incl usive , and were mostly Rochester , innesota 
school children who had been rated as normal by the scl1ool 
physician . The second group included subjects who had 
been selected from the clientele of the basal metabolism 
laboratory of the ayo Clinic . The calculati ons for the 
basal energy production were based on the first deter. 
mination made with the individual , unless for some reason 
it was deemed unsatisfactory . The test was made on the 
subj ect before breakfast by the open circuit method . The 
prediction table included the mean calories per souare eter 
and the standard deviation of each age group for men and 
women . The authors suggested that , since the subjects 
represented a cross- section of the population, the predic-
tion table was appropriate for use in studing the influence 
of factors such as race and climate upon basal metabolism. 
In 1936 McKittrick (30 ) published data including the 
basal metabolic rates of one hundred young women enrolled 
in the university of Wyoming . The subjects were rated as 
normal by the college physician . Only students who had 
lived in Wyoming at least six months previous to the test 
period served as subjects . The purpose of the tests was 
to determine if the high altitude of ? . 148 feet above sea 
level influenced the heat production of the residents . 
The subjects were tested before breakfast , and after a 
thirty to forty- five minute rest period . Three 6- minute 
tests were usually made by means of a Benedict- Roth 
kymographic apparatus . If the first two tests were very 
regular and checked exactly, the third test was omitted . 
The mean or the energy production values obtained deviated 
- 3.18 per cent and - 2. 54 per cent from the Boothby and 
Sandiford modification of the Aub- Du Bois standards and 
from the Harris- Benedict standards , respectively . Because 
the deviations from the standards were much smaller than 
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those obtained by Coons (14 ) and Tilt (35 ) at lower alti-
tude, McKittrick concluded that high altitude increased 
heat production. 
The results of the studies mentioned 1n the preceding 
review of the literature are summarized in Table 1 . When-
ever it was possible . the data reported were comp red with 
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EXP IUEl AL PROCEDURE 
Subjects1 
The twenty-five women who served as subjects for this 
study ranged in age from seventeen years to twenty-three 
years, inclusive . Of the tv. enty-f i ve subj ec·ts , nineteen 
were native Oklahraans~ four had been residents of Okla~ 
homa for at least a period of eight years , and two enided 
in adjoining states . All were registered as freshmen in 
the Oklahoma A. and • College and appeared to be in good 
health . Twenty-three of the subjects lived in urray Hall , 
a college dormitory which houses the majority of freshmen 
women, and two subjects lived in privat,e homes . 
Apparatus: 
A Benedict-Roth ky.mographic apparatus was used to 
determine the basal metabolism of the subjects . The appa-
r tus furnished an indirect method of obtaining the heat 
production by measuring the amount of oxygen consumed by 
the subject over a given period of time . The subject 
"as attached to the a paratus by means of a rubber mouth-
piece . Breathing through the nasal passages was prevented 
by the use of a nose clamp . The inhaled and exhaled air 
were directed by flutter valves . Wilson ' s soda lime was 
used as the carbon dioxide absorbent . The rise and fall 
of the spirometer ; occurring with each respiration, was 
recorded on a kymograph by means of a pen. The fall of 
the spirometer, as the oxygen was used by the subject , 
was measured in millimeters on the kymograph . For each 
30 
millimeter of height the spirometer bell had a voltnne of 
20 . ?3 cub c cent.meters . Therefore , for each mil l imeter 
fall of the opirometer during the ~ix minute test period 
the subject used 20 . ?3 cubic centlmeters of oxygen . During 
a period of one hour the sub,jec·t would have used ten times 
this amount , 20? . 3 cubic centimeters or 0. 20?3 liters of 
oxygen. The vo ume of oxygen rhich was used was changed 
to standard temperature and pressure conditions by correct-
ing the observed volume for the temperature of the spirom-
.ter , the barometric pressure and the tension of water 
va or. Assuming the non-protein respiratory quotient to 
be 0 . 82 , each iter of dry oxygen at standard temperature 
nd pressure had a heat value of 4 . 825 calories (21) . 
Therefor , each corrected. mj llimeter . of fall of the bell 
n a six m1.nute period represented one calori per hour . 
The Benedict- Roth apparatus was checked for a ccuracy 
y means of a Jones alcoho c eek apparatus (2?) . The 
Jones apparatus burned a measured amo~mt of absolute ethyl 
a cohol in a closea chamber to which the metabolism appara-
tus ~~s connected. I t as the purpose of the test to 
deterriine whether the amount of oxy en removed from the 
srirometer chamber of the metabolism apparatus was the 
chemical equivalent of the amount of alcohol burned . The 
concontrRtion of the alcohol . determined by measuring the 
speciflc gravity, was 100 per cent . The pipette which 
vas used in measurine the alcohol was calibrat.d with 
w ter . The percentage error observed on eight determina-
tions made from January 6 to January 11, were • l.38, 
3· 
-1 . 48, +0. 38, -0. 50 , +l . 68, -0 . 07 , +0 . 41 , and - 1 . 11 , with 
a mean of +o. os . 
Toe nic: 
Each of the twenty-five subjects reported to the 
laboratory on two days for the determination of basal 
metabolism. Eighteen of the subjects reported on two 
consecutive days but in seven cases this was impossible . 
Hovever , four days was the greatest length of time vA1ich 
expired between any two series of tests on one subject . 
To insure accurate determinations of basal metabolism, 
instructions were given each subject on the day previous 
to the first test . The eating of food was not permitted 
after the usual six o'clock dinner , and the subject crune 
to the laboratory the follo 'ling morning before breakfast 
and after at least eight hours of sleep . The short walk 
to the laboratory was executed in a leisurely fashion and 
was followed by a thirty-minute rest period . During the 
last t en minutes of the rest period , the subject •s tem-
perature and pulse were recorded and the metabolism appa-
ratus was prepared for use . Simple , short explanations of 
the procedure vmre offered as t e nose and mouth pieces 
were adjusted to the subject . Three 8-minute test periods 
were recorded on ea0h r1orning . Tl' e first t·wo minutes of 
each test were discarded and the values of heat production 
,ere based upon the last six minutes of each tes· . The 
subject'., reight and he· ht nd t 1e beginning of the last 
menstrual period were recorded . 
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HESULTS A!:ID DISCUS SI 011 
The twenty-fj;•1.1,Sl subjects observed tor this study 
were nineteen years old and four were :tro:r11 twetri;.y to 
heif')lt., weight and surt'ace area in squ~:re 1n.eters of each 
.of the subjects arc recorded. in Table 2. The body Bl:i..r-
face e:}rpressed in square met.era 1;.,ras obtained frora the 
Itomogrfu":1 prepared by Iiootlfby and. Sandiford ( r31) from the 
nu Bois height-weie:ht formula. Values for the 1Jnsal 
:metabolism. for the six o1:n:;ervation periods of ea.ch sub-
ject are recorded in 1rablc z. These values are reported 
as calor1eD 31er hot1.r per squaI·e meter of bocl:;y- surface. 
The means of the sue test;s for each subject are presented 
in Table 4. The basal :metabolism f.or each of the f ou..r 
e.ge groups are listed in Table 5. 
Table 5 has included in it the standard devis:tion 
:rro:m. the mean and tlle eoefficicnt of' var:i.i:,_t:lon of each 
group. The formula r-rhich ·(var; used in obtaining ·f>he 
Standard Devio.tion = V i.1?1-. _ :rn2 
z x'- eauals the sum of tJ:lc scruares of the mean values of: -- ~ 
each individua.1, E ec,_uals the number of' subjects; and 
m1 equals the square of the mean f'or that age group. 
The standard deviation v,ras used as s. measure of the 
Age, Pulse, 
!iUbJect . . 
: 
A. T. . . 
L. Mo. . . 
L. Ma. : 
A. s. : 
B. R. : 
1 . ~v . . . 
v~ j!.. . . . 
N. P. : 
v. H. . . 
,.. ,· . J. : 
M. L. : 
B. w. . . 
J .. s. . . 
G. P. 
K •. w . ... . 
L. B. . . 
M ... F. • : . s. : 
F. s. • . 
c. H. . . 
L .. L. . . 
c. B. ' u~ D. • .
D. K. . ~ 
A. H. : 
J..ver&ff.0 r 
AQiitl1JrU \L 
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TABLE 2 
Bociy Ten pe.i: a ture, HcightJ. Weigh and Body Surface Area 
of the Individual Subjects , Co] ege ~'lomen 
Age C Pulse : Eodl Temp. • . .
: . : . 
17 l 82 : 98.2 . . 
17 : 7~ : 98 . 5 : 
17 : 71 . 98.0 . 
18 ! 6,: . 98.4 . V . . 
18 . 6 t 98.0 . 
18 l 76 . 9B.6 . . . 
18 • 75 . 98 . 2 . . . . 
18 . 74 : 97.7 f . 
18 : 55 : 97.4 : 
18 : 75 : 98 . 2 
18 . 69 . 98.2 . . 
18 64 : 98.4 : 
18 : 6~ : 98.5 : 
19 : 60 : 98 . 0 
19 67 : 98 . ~ : 
L1 . . 61 : 97 . 6 : 
1~ : 74 : 98 .1 : 
19 : 8:2 . G3 . 2 ~ . 
19 . 72 . 98.l : . .. 
19 : 6;5 . 9'/ .1 : . 
19 : 61 : 97 . 8 . I 
~o . 1'"' t 98 .l t . 
20 . 66 : 9~ .5 : . 
21 : 70 : 97.2 
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ABLE 3 
The Inaivitlual 0u- minutt:: Dctermina tions of the F.:asal M tabolisru f 
Colle.;e ,fo-en 
~ect . the first T1:,Btb for the Second . 
' ,. 1 2 . i:: : . . . 
A. T. . l'I . D5 . ·!:! : ~o .9 3o . 4 . ot3 . 4 D-5 . ~ ·• 3'±.7 . . . .
io . . 1'1 . h4 . l . · 4 •. 1 56 . 3 . ~ .... . 8 • S5 . 2 . . . . . 
L. Ma . : 17 . 36 . 3 5 . 8 : 56 . 8 . t.i~ . 9 ~5 . 7 . . 
V ~-L' 1.ttf},l . 17 . 00 . 2 : -.· L ! {; . . o ,j4 . 0 7 .- . 2 . . .., .... . 
• s. . 18 : 3. 1 36.l : 51.7 o~ .7 : 32. 6 . :L . 9 . . 
B. R. . 18 .'.>6 . 6 . 38 . :c ~'l . 6 . "'7 .o 37 . 0 . t7 . 2 . . . .. 
L. ?t . . 18 : 55 . 7 : 36.'7 . l_.2 . t 30 . 0 ,; !. ';.' . . v \,... • .v 
v. E. : 18 57 . 9 . bl:S . 5 : 37.2 : &6 . S : 37 . 4 . 
N. P. . 18 . M . 8 0::i . 9 ''6 . 7 ::15 . 9 . . 
v. H. . 18 . 31.8 32 . 6 61 . t> . 3Ll . . • 
J. . 18 . b·L5 ::..6 . ii . 35 . 5 . 34.5 : 36 . 5 . . . . . 67.1 : 5b .l 57.l . :-56 . 5 &4 .9 . . . b2 . 6 ; . 31..5 04 . 6 : 53 . . . 
: -.5 . 5 ! : 34 . 2 . 66 . 3 55 .9 55 .1 . 
t):J . 7 : ~-5 . 0 5,;1 . 5 36 . 0 . ,5, .7 : t5 . 3 . 
G. p . . l · . ~-5 . 5 6A± . . .;9 . 0 . :!J2_. 7 : 5-i . 4 56 , b . . . . 
K. ,.; . l J :54 . 4 . : 34. 4 . 05 .'7 ~t . 7 :;6 . 9 . . 
L. B. : 19 . 3b . ~ : : .. 6 . 6 . 3 '-. . ,:;) . 
M. .F' . . 19 : 52 . 1.) : : ;'.;4. 1 ~;; . 6 'Z" () . vo. ~ 
f.1. s. . 19 : 37.9 . 57 . 6 5. 4 :53.l . . 
1.<' . s. 19 : :J7.; ; : . :58 . 8 56 . 6 7.6 . 
c. H. . 19 . '3 . 7 : : 5 .8 54 . 5 : 32 • .5 . . 
L. L. . 1 9 . , .o . 8 . . vl.9 ·31.1 . . • . 
Average 19 . 54. 9 ... 5 . 2 :;4 . 5 J5 . 27 . :A . 26 . . . . 
c. B . : 31.7 ~ . 7 . t.,i 
!. D. .. 5;, . 4 . .'.>2 . 8 . . 
D. K. · 2 .1 • . .A . t 
A. H. : . so.1 . 50.1 . . 
Avera6e . :ib . ~ . 0.i . 8 t t>ti . o . b4 . 0 . ;;;..:. . !) : 't·3 . 7 . . . . 
Avera·e . . : . : . . . . . . . 
of four . : : t : . . . 
groups : . : ~,5 . ;2 .: u5 . 7 : ~ . 0 t ~·l . 7 . 
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TABLE 4 
The Bas'.il eta boll SIil of Freshmen iO!llE'U Calculated f .e m Speci fic 
Six- minute Observation Periods 
SU.b ect : e : ca.1. r hour l Calories ··uare mets r er hour 
: • all tests : all t ests Lowest 2. Lowest) .
A. .... : 17 :: 51.4 : 55. 5 : :56 .• 2 . b3 . 2. t 54 .0 .1 . . 
L. Mo . : 17 : 62.7 • 5.:i .O : 5~ .• 5 • Bb . 8 : 54 .0 . .. 
t .. a . : 17 2 o7 . 2 . ~ .a : 56.1 : S4.4 : 55 .0 . 
Average : 17 : 57. l . 5 ·.4 • 56 .5 : 55.8 l 54. 5 . • 
A. s. . 18 t 4.9 . 4 . S5.0 l 55.5 : t.1 :7 . 52 .2 • . , . w 
B. R. . 18 : ST .. 8 : 57. ~ • 3?. 5 • 56. 6 : 56. 8 . . • 
L. 1. : 18 : 60.4 . 58 .0 : 36 • .2 :. ~~.o : A . 4 . 
v. E. : 18 . 58. 4 : 57. 4 ' 57.1 : 56. ~ • 56 ., 4. .. .N. P. : 18 . · 57 . 3 : 55 . 2 . .; ,.l l 55 . 9 1 0-1:r . .. 
v. H. : 18 . 5.:; .6 . ::il.7 ! 51.7 : S0. 4 ~[i . 8 . . 
l~ . J. 18 54 .8 35 . 5 :,4 .l 5 .. s . . M. 5 : : : . f . 
M. L. . 18 : 64.5 t 56.l :: . 58 . 8 l 54 . 9 • S5.0 . . 
B. w. . 18 • 5~. 7 ; 52.7 . 62.1 : 51.5 : Jl . 5 . . . 
J . s. . 18 f 75.0 . B5 .5 . M .. 3 : 34,. 2 : 54.6 . . • 
Average : 18 58.5 : 35. 2 i 55 .1 :. 33. 7 1 54.0 
G. P. :. 19 • 62.8 . 54.5 f i4.1 ! Zi2. 7 : ~~-2 . • 
K. ,·. . 1 9 • 65 .7 :. : ~!:i .O . 54. 4 : 54.4 • . . 
B. . 1 9 . 55.5 . 5- .. 7 &. 5 : 55 . 4 . . .  
F. • 19 : 54. 15 : 53 . 0 . 51. 4 . ~ s. :. 19 • 55.'l • : 37.8 : 53 . l : £4 . 2 . .
s. : 19 . 65. 5 .. . 57.5 • 56~3 t 36 .8 . . . • c. H. .: 19 :. 60.2 : 55.5 : 52. 8 : 52 . 5 • 32 . 3 • 
L. 1 . . 19 . 62.0 : 5.:i . O : 3S.8 : i.>l.l t 31. 5 . . 
Average .. 19 ; 57.0 : 54.8 ' 34.7 • ~3 .. 0 f 55. 5 . -
c. B. l 20 : 62 .. 0 : 56.4 . 55.5 . 51.7 : 5 ., . 0 . . 
M. D. ! 20 . 54. 9 I .52 .9 t 32 . 9 • 51.7 : 52. 2 . D. l{. ': 21 : 5i· .. 5 . 53 . 8 : 34. 2 r 5~.l t 5:C .9 • 
A. R. t 25 . 52.1 . 29.9 .:. 2\J .7 . 29 . 2 • 29 . 5 . .. • . 
Average . : ss.I : B~~2 . Zi3 .l t 31.2 ! 51.8 . . 
Average 
ot grou;2: . S7.4 :. 34. 8 :. 54 .. 7 t ~ . 1 : t ~. 5 
*"Checks" inclucw all six-1.1.!in.ut e observations tba t .a.greed witbin f ive 
i.;er cent . 
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dispersion of the basal met bolic rates of the subjects 
included in the age group , i. e ., the basal etabolism of 
68 . 3 per cent of all normal individuals should fall with-
i:c. plus and minus one standard deviation , 95 . 5 per cent 
within plus and minus two standard deviations and 99 . ? per 
cent within plu~ a~d minus three standard deviations . 
Normal variation is usually considered tat renresented 
by plus and minus two standard deviations . The coef-
ficient of variation was used i~ a anner similar to that 
of the stands.rd deviation . The formula for the coeffi-
cient of variation is as follows: 
Coeff icient of Variation : Standard Deviation X 100 
Mean 
The means of the basal metaholism of the subjects of 
the seventeen , eighteen and nineteen- year-old groups ob-
tained in this study show little variati (ln from one aR,e 
group to the next . 'I'he variation between the seventeen 
and ei hteen- year-old rou s was 0 . 2 of a calorie when the 
basal metabolism was ex~ressed as calories per hour er 
square meter of body surface and between the eighteen and 
nineteen-year- old ~roups the difference was 0 . 4 of a 
calorie . In order that the significance of the differ-
ences between the s eventeen a~d ~ighteen and the eighteen 
and nineteen- yBar-old groups mi ht be dete -mined , the 
following formula vas used: 
Standard Error of the Difference Between Two Means :: 
TABLE S 
The Results of Statistical Analysis r 150 Basal MetabGli sm Tests on 
25 Oklahoma. College Women 
Subjects : No. : Mean Standard . Coe iieient . . . CaL per hr. ! Devia.ti n : o.f Variat ion . .. 
: SUb . er """" m. : Fr.J:n tbe Mean t ~ • . ..,, . 
17 _ __L 3 : ~z .~ ! 1.57 . 4'y44 . 
18 : l J . S5 . 2 : 2. 0:.i t 5 . 77 . 
1$ . 8 . 34 . 8 . 1.18 : ~ . ?19 . ,, . 
..... .... , , .• t;:,. 
l 4 . ·~ , .. . : 2. Q5 8.88 .,;,U-i<::v . '-'- • ;;... 
Ave . ge . 2.5 . 34.8 , ,., ') f • (;6 . . ...... b ..... 
T:\BI.i~ 6 
Com;arison. ;)f the Vul.Uecl of' the Basul ¥et a~ l s of ;;, gh ":ri and ., 
Nineteen- Year- ')ld 1':( ~e.,:1 Obtaiu 1. cy Ve.ri~1Js o~"!'te.rv .. rs, 7'1.t • , , , ~J...-V.1 l the 
Jt..lnee "\h t .. i l"<>r1 ·-4'- _ __ ..... _ ..... i n This St" dy 
,) .;.;rv&r ' No. : c .... 1.::1·!.es . ~~v . No . ~ Cd. .(H" .i. , $ : Dev~ • . 
: &'ubj . . p r hour : f'rom the . " u1- j . ,e h ur . fro;i: the . . ..,, . . . 
: . per o ... m.: mean. of : . ~,er sq . m, •• ,n.san of . &.I ... l.. . 
: . f' 18 ;rr . t.h1 s of 19 yr .. •· t.his . o .... .. ! .::ilo. age . :::t.udy : . ola. age . stur..ly . . . . . . group ! t grot.i.p : . . 
tlZWR *-
Blun t, Gm1i.L . : : : : t 
Tilt an ' . : • : : : 
1,1cL;:.~hlin ; ;; . 56 . 7 : + tk. 3 . . . . . . . 
Gu;;;t.:if;;ou . . : : ? . . 
arid ; t : . ' ! . . 
Be1 o le~ 5 ' -1. : -1 . 7 5 : :5: .6 : + 5. 2 !Jc}'.~,; : 15 : :14 . 8 .. .. -1. l : : 
he,u.li1g \,Q1l ; . : . . : . . . 
&liu CUln ; 9 !' 36 •. 0 . + 2 . 6 . 20 .. 54 . 8 t o.o . . . 
C~.:J!lS .... ~ : : ..2.s : -6.6 : 15 . ~)2 . & ! _:G.6 . 
:::>,)th by' ; : : ,: . . 
Berkson : • .. ,. : ! . . 
n~d. Dunn . 9 57 . :., . + . 1 50 ! ~5 . 7 .  + 2.S .. . . 
!icKittrick : 7 l .:~.>.8 . ;t 2. 2 : 20 : 35. 9 f .I. . 4 
A..rera~e . 6.2 . 55. 4 +0. 3 BO ! b. l . + 5. 5 . . . 
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7i; equals the standard deviation of the first group 
squared, "6! equals the standard deviation of the second 
group squared, and !1 and !2 equal the number of oases in 
the first and second groups. respectively. The standard 
error of the difference between the means for the seven-
teen and eighteen-year-old groups was 1 .11 calories per 
hour per square meter of body surface. To be significant 
the difference between the means of the age groups would 
have to be three times the standard error or 3 . 33 calories 
per hour per square meter of body surf'ace. The actual 
difference between the seventeen and ei hteen-year-old 
groups was only 0 . 2 calories per hour er s uare meter of 
body surface and , therefore, was not significant . The 
standard err or o~ the difference between the eighteen and 
nineteen-year-old groups was 0.242 calories per hour per 
square meter of body surface. The actual difference which 
was 0.4 calories per square meter per hour was not signif-
icant, because it was less than three times the standard 
error of the difference. In the seventeen, eighteen and 
nineteen-year-old groups of this study, the difference in 
age was not an influencing factor in the basal metabolism. 
However, it should be kept in mind tha.t the number of sub-
jects in each age group was small . 
The mean values for the basal metabolism obtained 
for the eighteen and nineteen-year-old groups are compared 
in iable 6 to the values reported by the observers quoted 
in the review of literature . A comparison of the values of 
the seventeen and of the twenty to twenty-three-year-old 
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grou s with these data Na.S omitted because of the fmv 
subjects observed in each of these two age groups . The 
percentage of deviation of the basal metabolic rates cited 
in the review of literature fro the values observed in 
this study depended a great deal on which one of the six-
minute test periods was used to represent t he basa metab. 
olism of the subjects. Blunt , Tilt and McLa.u hlin (9} nd 
Boothby, Dunn and Berkson {15) used the men of the first 
six-minute periods of their subjects. The value of the 
eighteen-year-old group of the first study deviated + 4 .3 
per cent and the latter + 6.1 per cent from the ean , ca -
culated from all of the six-minute tests, obtained in 
this study. The value reported by McKay (30) v,as the mean 
of the lowest basal metabolic ra~es of the subjects of 
this age group . Coons (l?) used the two lowest concor ant 
values of each subject in calculating the mean oft e 
various age groups. The mean value of the ei hteen-year-
old grou obtained by McKay deviated -1.1 er cent and 
that of Coons -6.8 per cent from the mean va ue of he t 
production obtained in this study. In the reports made by 
Gustafson and Benedict (22), McKittrick (31) and Remi.ngton 
and Culp (33). the mean of all six-minute test periods of 
each subject was considered the basal metabolism. The 
values reported for the eight een- year-old groups deviated 
-1. 7 per cent, + 2. 2 per cent and t-2. 6 per cent, respectiv-
ely, from the author•s value . The average of the devi-
ations of the seven eighteen-year-old roups from the 
value observed in this study was + o.a per cent whic v-as 
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within the standard deviation of 2 . 03 . The basal metab-
olism of the nineteen- year-old groups reported deviated 
from the mean of this age group obtained by the author in 
the same manner as did the eighteen-year-old groups . The 
variations in the values obtained in these studies empha-
sizes the logic of employi ng in the laboratory a technic 
which is similar to the one used in determining the values 
in the standard table which is selected for comparison . 
In the above comparative study, it was noted that 
Coons (1? ) obtained the lowest values of the basal metab~ 
olism of the eighteen and nineteen-year-old groups re-
ported. The study made by Coons was of especial nterest 
to the writer because it was also conducted on the campus 
of Oklahoma A. and M. College . That it should vary the 
greatest from the writer ' s values needs some explanation. 
In Table 4 the means of the heat production values for the 
twenty-five subjects studied have been calculated :from the 
two lowest values of each subject . Coons used the two 
lowest concordant value~ in determining basal metabolism 
of her subjects . The average basa metabolic ate of the 
101 subjects observed by Coons v~s 32 . 6 ca ories per hour 
per square meter of body surface which gave a deviation 
of -2 . 6 per cent from the author ' s va. ue of 33 . 5 calories 
per hour per square meter of body surface , if th va ue is 
determined from the two lowest tests of each subject . 
This comparison indicates that the variation in the results 
of the two studies is due princi ally to the difference in 
the selection of data for the calculation of the values of 
-1 
the heat product ion. 
Likewise, closer agreement is found with the Boothby• 
Dunn and Berkson (15 ) standards , if these are co ared 
with th~ writer ' s values obta ined with selectea data from 
the present study, i . e ., only first accent able tests are 
considered in both studies . The mean of al of the values 
reported in Table 3 for the first test eriods of each day 
as 35 . 5 calories per hour per square meter of body surface . 
The rate of basal metabolism obtained by Boothby . Dunn and 
Berkson for the same age groups was 36 . calories per hour 
per square meter . The latter figure deviates + 2 . 5 er cent 
from the writer ' s figure based on the above selection of 
dat a . Ho ever , the variation is + 4 . 6 if the Boothby , Dunn 
and Ber son standards are compared wi th val es bas don all 
of the six- minut periods , and is +s .o per cent if com-
pared. 1th he valt es based on the two owest concord nt 
eriods of the pr sent study . These compar sos i lustrate 
the point reviously ment i oned 1 that in the drawi of 
co clusions concer in the relative bas 1 meta o ic rates 
of any two stuoies, the se ection 'or d ta and t e technics 
en loyed should be careful y an lysed . 
At the pl' s nt, t e most ride y used c i i ca stand-
ards of basal metabolism fo1· yo o •10 en are th following 
three: r · rst , the Boothby and Sandiford (14) modif cation 
of the Aub and Du Bois (1) stan rs mic are ba~ed on 
heat production per unit of surface area ; second , t e 
Harris and Benedict ( z'"'· } prediction tab e"' rll . ch are a.sed 
on a stat stical study of data ava lab eat the time they 
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were established; third , Dreyer ' s (20) prediction table 
which was based on studles of norm.el RU.bjects reported by 
11.agnus anc1 Levyi Bened:i.c and Du Bois . The value and accu-
racy of these three standards have been questioned and 
analyzed in recent years in an attem .. t to erect normal 
prediction standards and deviations 7h1ch trlll be of clin-
ical use . 
The .orig inal Aub and Du Bois standards were presented 
in 191'/ . In the Aub and Du Bois table , the basal netabol ism 
rates for a5es from sixteen to sixty- nine years , inclusive ., 
are predicted. These values ;,.vere determined from studies 
made on normal subjects and are .referred to surface area 
of the body . The formula used to calculate surface area 
was th Du Bois and Du Bois formula { 21) ;. 
A : (WtJ • 425) (Ht .0 • 725) {'71 . 84 ) 
In this formula , ~ equals area in square centi meters . The 
Aub and DU Bois standards were modified il1 1929 by Boot hby 
and Sandiford {14) . On "the basis of larger numbers of 
normal controls ~ ,ralues for the basal metabolism for 
years from five to nineteen , inclusive , and for five yearl y 
intervals between twenty and seventy- nine years , inclusive , 
were given. 
I n 1919 1 Harr is and Benedict (23 ), made a statist id.al 
study of all available data for the basal me"GabolisD of 
normal women. Multiple prediction equations were used to 
calculate the total heat production per twenty- four hours~ 
and tables including ea.ch yearly age group were formul a t ed .. 
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The equ~tions were : 
For men, H ~ 66 . 4 730 - 13 .7516W - 5 . 0033S - 6 . 7550A 
For WO!llen , H ~ 655 .• 0955 - 9.5634W - 1.8496$ - 4 . 6756A. 
In the formu as,!! equals total heat pro uction per twenty. 
fo1r ours . !. equa s v ight in kilo rams , .§. equ ls stature 
in entim ters , and l equals age in years . The Harr:ts and 
Bene ict standards averaged 3 to 4 per cent l o er than the 
Aub and Du Bois standards . Benedict (4 ) recommended that 
the Harris and Be edict standards for ii omen be lowered 5 
per cen . 
The third standard for the prediction of basal 
metaboli m was formulated by Dreyer (20 ) who devis d the 
following formulas for pred ict ing the normal heat production: 
For women, D = 
0 . 112'7A 0 . 1333 
(For men, O. ll2?A is replaced by 0.1015A in 
tha formula . ) 
In the formula~ e uals total calorics per 24 hours , .! 
equals body weir:ht in grams , and_! equal 0 the a.e in years . 
Dreyer used the theoret;ical vreight computed from t e sitting 
heieht and chest circumference rather than act al weight . 
These standards are more successful than the ether t-...-o 
types for predicting the basal metabolism of individuals 
of unusue.l conf'iquration~ e.ccording to Hu 'fk and Bergeim ( 24) . 
Fram critica. studies made by Booth y and Sandiford 
(11) and by Krogh (24) the concensus of opinion seems to 
be that the Harris and Benedict predictions are t e most 
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reliable for average normal subjects; that the Du Bois 
standards give results in average normal cases ghich are 
about four per cent high; that in all cases , including 
those of exceptional build and age , the Du Bois standards 
show less deviation than any of the others . 
The controversies , concerning which of the above 
three standards is more nearly aeeurate , have led to a 
great many studies of basal metabolism in recent years . 
Data which have been collected in the past four years , but 
as yet have not been published, would lead to the conclusion 
that the standards just mentioned are high for the women 
of the age groups considered in this paper . The data , pre-
sented in Table? ,. indicate that the ba.sa.l metabolism of 
Oklahoma colle e women does not vary greatly from the basal 
metabolism of young women of other regions . The mean of the 
basal metabolic rates of 106 eighteen- year-old college 
women, who served as subjects in Minnesota , Ohio, Iowa and 
Kansa , was 34 . 5 calories per square meter per hou~ . If 
this value is ccmpared with the value obtained with ten Okla-
homa college vamen of the same age , the deviation is - 2 . 0 
per cent . Basal metabolic rates were also determined with 
131 college women who 1ere nineteen years of age . The 
mean of all of the ·t;est periods for the group was 34 . 1 cal-
ories per square meter per hour which deviates by - 2 . 0 
per cent from the mean of the heat nroduction values 
determined with eight Oklahoma college Hlmen of the same 
age . In the same four states , the mean of the basal meta-
bolic rates of 384 college women , whose ages ranged from 
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TABLE 7 
Bas l ,.h:: t;;. bvli S,!1 of Coll gs . ome in 
f our 3t :tt es , n:;iil esota , ~Jhio , I ua and 
Kansas 
: : : : : 
Ohio . Io .m Kans...1.s : : Average . 
No . :Ca No . :Cal . 1 o . :Cal . 1otal : 
; 
Cal. . . : . . . . . . . 
: Case · :p~J. :Cas,::;.., : p r : Ca..GGS : er :Cao !..n :per : . r'o . per 
: :sy_.m. : :sq . . :s, . . • .. :s· • ra. . :: Cb.ses: sq . ra • 
: :p!H' :per . : per· : G .. ;ier . .. . :hr. :hr. . :l1r. :hr . . . l1I' • . . .. 
l'/ : A, . b6 . 4: " . ~~ . l: 17 :ss . 9 : 4 0,) . b : : ~~ . 2 t, . (.... . 
13 : : __ ;, 25 \.•'~ .o: 25 . 54 . 9 : 3 .. t~ .5 . . 
lJ : 39 : l .:; . ~6 . il : 4C 5t.) . 0 : lS9 ~iti . 1 . 
.---
iC'-' : 9 b5 . 8: 7 ~6 . 4 : 29 ~6 . 4: 18 54 . 7:: 
21 . 7 ._:3 . ~ : 4 •.t. (\ . 12 ! t.i5 . G: 9 34 . 9 :: . v ,., • ....., • 
, .,. . 4 . ;j(j . :: = 1 o:... . 6 : 7 . ~i:1: . 8: 6 : :,::. . 7: ! ~{.,. . . ... . . 
' ~ . 1 ._;5 . J : 1 60 . t.: : ~ : ~5 . E: 1 : 62 . 9 :: h (,..' . 
Total: : : . .. . . . 
/o . : . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 
(30 {; : l " C: : llC . .. ~61 . v v . .. . . .. j5 . C) : ~D. 5: Bb . ~) : .. - . 1 . b . : : ~1~ . ~ : .., 
calories per souar0 per hour. If compared to the 
value of heai., proc1uct:ton, :34: • .s calorie:;; per r3ouz0.re rae"f,Br 
per hour, obt;ained :from 150 determinations r,m.de with 
twenty-five Oldahoma college v,ymen of thrJ same age range, 
the devie:tion is -0 •. 9 pe:r cent. As stated above,. the 
values of' basal :metabolism obtained in th:ls study do :not 
vary greatly irom the basal :metabol:Lsm of young vmme:n of 
other regions. If the present tendency continues toward 
the accumulation of da·t;a, wh:tch are based on the obser,ra-
tions of many sub,jects of each age grcup,. the results 
will be, in all probability, more reliable standards for 
the calculation of basal metabolic rates. 
4? 
1. The results of 150 basal :metabolism tests on t,,venty-
five Oklahoma college v.'Ol'llEm are presented ir1 this 
pa.per. The tests were made by means cf a t3cnedict-
Hoth respiration apparatus t1hich was checked by the 
Jones alcohol check apparatus. The women ~:wre en-
rolled o s i'r o in the OkJ.aJ1ui11a A. r; 
and appeared to be in good health. The subjectr:: 
eighteen, ninetee:n, a:nd t"'rom t•,wmt;y to t1venty-three ... 
year ... old groups. 
2. '1'h0 va.lucs i' or tl1e tH::;at procrn.c 
g1"oups w-etre: seventeen-year-old group, 35. :5 mo,, 1o:cies 
pe:r square meter p0r· hour; eighteen-year-old. cup, 
35.g ca1o:r:ieri 11er square meter 110r hour; nineteen-
33.2 cs.1o:ries pe:t square mei;er per hour. 'r.ae m.e::u" 
of the values f o:-,: het':ii::; :production f 01:· the twenty·-
hour. The si;an<1ard deviation from the mean of t,he 
Similarly, the coefficient of' variation was 4.66 per 
cent., 
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3. The d.iff"erence in age between the seventeen and 
eighteen and the eigl1teen and nine(teen-year-old groups 
of this study did not lnflu.ence the bass.l metabolism. 
However,, it should he kept in :mJna. i;hat the mm'ber of 
subjects :tn each age group was small. 
4. Comparisons of the basal metabolism of t.he studies 
the values obtained in th.is study. '!he conclusion 
rates :1:evealed hy this ccmroarison ·were du.e princ::1:pally 
to the select.ion cf data. fro:m. v,rh:ich the v~J.ucs oi" basal 
that in the dravving of' co11.ol111:dons, eoncerni:nf~ the 
relative bnsal meteJJo1ic rnt.es of any tv1ro studies and 
nart1cnlar1v :ln cl:in.:tcal ,.t. .,, 
data and the i;eelmics employed should carefuJ.ly 
considered. 
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